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DSM announces DSM Advanced Solar backsheets business to be 
acquired by Worthen Industries, Inc.

Royal DSM, a global science-based company in Nutrition, Health and Sustainable Living, today announces that it
has reached an agreement to sell its Advanced Solar business in backsheet products to Worthen Industries, Inc., 
a company specializing in polymer technologies for multiple end-markets.  

In September 2020, DSM announced it had reached an agreement to sell the coatings business of DSM Advanced Solar 
to Covestro AG as part of a broader agreement to sell the Resins & Functional Materials business including DSM 
Niaga® and DSM Additive Manufacturing. For the remaining solar business, an agreement has now been reached with 
Worthen Industries that will create a global business which benefits from complementary innovation and enhanced 
production capability. Completion of the transaction is expected mid-2021. Financial details of the transaction will not 
be disclosed.

Pascal de Sain, Vice President DSM Advanced Solar, said: “I am proud that this deal, which recognizes the value of 
DSM’s innovation and the team’s expertise, will create an innovation leader in backsheet products for solar modules. 
Worthen Industries shares our vision on sustainability and the importance of increasing the positive impact of solar 
energy through more effective, durable technology that also produces lower waste and emissions. Merging DSM’s next-
generation product and technology design capabilities with Worthen’s unrivalled strengths in process design and 
optimization will drive considerable benefits for customers and the world.” 

David Worthen, CEO at Worthen Industries, said: “The acquisition of DSM’s business in backsheets and conductive 
backsheets, along with its excellent team, is a strong next step in Worthen’s strategy to serve the global PV industry with
sustainable, high-performance solutions that are VOC-free, zero-waste, and 100% recyclable—enabling a greener, 
better-performing industry worldwide. This is a great combination of shared values and complementary expertise which 
will accelerate our ability to support the world’s transition to clean energy.”

DSM – Bright Science. Brighter Living.™
Royal DSM is a global, purpose-led, science-based company active in Nutrition, Health and Sustainable Living. DSM’s 
purpose is to create brighter lives for all. DSM addresses with its products and solutions some of the world’s biggest 
challenges while simultaneously creating economic, environmental and societal value for all its stakeholders – 
customers, employees, shareholders, and society at large. DSM delivers innovative solutions for human nutrition, animal
nutrition, personal care and aroma, medical devices, green products and applications, and new mobility and connectivity.
DSM and its associated companies deliver annual net sales of about €10 billion with approximately 23,000 employees. 
The company was founded in 1902 and is listed on Euronext Amsterdam. More information can be found 
at www.dsm.com.
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Worthen Industries 
Worthen Industries is a global company serving industries from footwear to renewable energy, with a passion for 
sustainability. Worthen believes that the future is worth doing right. Through a combination of dedicated R&D, over 150
years of experience and a steadfast "customer-first" approach, Worthen creates a sustainable environment of innovation 
that can optimize the customer solution. Worthen Industries began in 1866 as Union Paste Company (UPACO). Today 
Worthen encompasses 13 Business Units and 5 manufacturing locations including the manufacturing and design of 
backsheet solutions with Tomark-Worthen to help solve some of the biggest challenges for the solar industry. Family 
owned, Worthen strives to make every aspect of employee life safe, healthy, and rewarding.
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Forward-looking statements
This press release may contain forward-looking statements with respect to DSM’s future (financial) performance and position. Such statements are 
based on current expectations, estimates and projections of DSM and information currently available to the company. DSM cautions readers that such 
statements involve certain risks and uncertainties that are difficult to predict and therefore it should be understood that many factors can cause actual 
performance and position to differ materially from these statements. DSM has no obligation to update the statements contained in this press release, 
unless required by law. The English language version of the press release is leading.
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